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Full Meeting of Members
Minutes February 17th 2016

1.	Chairman's welcome

Present: Terry Robinson John Ballantine, Terry Barlow, Chris Clarke, John Clow, Arthur Cowie, Stan Flett, Douglas Gilroy, Mike Harrison, John MacDonald, Jim McKay, Rod Murchison, Patrick Nyamurundira, Ian Smith 
Minutes by Frances Simpson.

Apologies: Jan Goodall, Derek Dewar, Alan Rees, Liz Rowlett, Fiona Anderson, Maggie Lawson, Karl Vanters, Stephen Joyce, Peter Carruthers, Pat McGuigan, Bill McIntosh.

2.	Minutes of meeting 18th November. Proposed: Terry B and seconded Douglas. 
3.	Matters Arising: Item 5 – Gerry Conway has not responded. Mike will respond.

SPEAKER – SUSAN GRASEKAMP FROM SDEF

Susan gave an overview of the work of SDEF and is looking for areas of joint interest with SATA. SDEF is an umbrella body for the access panels across Scotland and works to provide support locally and also to ensure that they have a voice at national level. Some areas of interest for SDEF are education, housing, inclusive communication and inclusive design.

Susan has also been working on sub groups to look at issues raised by the Transport summit last year and noted that Transport Scotland has brought the number of issues down from 50 to 48 – so it is clear that there are many important priorities arising from this summit.

Susan is on the sub group for Deliverability and this includes community transport, patient transport, shared spaces, badge enforcement, and safety for passengers. It also includes the huge area of taxis. A national strategy will be produced and come out for consultation with the aim of encouraging everyone to get involved in making change – including the operators. 

Susan commented that there are more issues than solutions but there is enthusiasm and commitment to driving things forward. There is overlap between all the sub groups and it is important to work to bring the groups together to find solutions. 

Susan commented that she is always in awe of what SATA does in terms of the knowledge and experience in the group and so it would be good to find ways of working with SATA to assist in information gathering and disseminating all the good work that is going on. She asked members to discuss possible joint areas of interest. One of those areas might be consultation and ensuring that we are connecting with people on strategic level – linking groups like MACS with grass roots, disabled people’s organisations; and ensure that communication is going in both directions. 

In discussions with Transport Scotland we can look for solutions but everything comes down to money in the end; and as there is no money we need to find ways of finding gains in this climate so that we keep doors open rather than just asking for money. We need to seek value for money and Susan felt that tapping into SATA knowledge we could discuss how limited funding might be used. 

Susan invited the members to discuss where they thought there could be joint working. 

Terry R: we have knowledge and expertise but we have no access to funding so all we can do is pull on that and lobby and involve our members, disabled people, but we need to look at how we can perhaps provide stronger cases for action if we have larger numbers through an alliance. 

Susan: there is a move now to pull things together and share as there are many pockets of information and this is making it difficult for people to work together to make this strong case. Susan is therefore looking at some kind of information/knowledge hub around transport – so articles, case studies and things of interest that can be shared to improve the passenger journey. We need to raise awareness of how operators and staff treat disabled people so we want lived experience case studies and then signpost operators and staff to this so that they can learn and make changes.

Terry R : we need to find a way to break down the silo mentality as people are holding on to every bit of funding that there is and not sharing. We want to form a relationship with SDEF, mirroring our existing relationship with Inclusion Scotland. 

Stan: ‘Accessible’ buses: Stan asked if the 2 organisations could bring pressure to bear on a specific situation in Aberdeenshire. He mentioned a new style of bus operated in Aberdeenshire with an interior that is highly unsuitable for disabled people. The seating is up a level from the driver so it seems like a double decker and there are steps inside too and this is really hazardous. Wheelchair passengers sit on a platform behind the driver. Lighting is also poor. We discussed the reasons for and benefits of this style of design to the operators. 

Arthur reminded us of our morning discussion around accessibility and there was a long discussion around this terminology. It is likely that the buses are deemed accessible due to having space for wheelchair users so the operator will be complying with the regulations and this is the first thing we must find out – is the company complying with the accessibility regulations?  

Terry B asked if local Access Panels had been consulted before these buses were brought into service and Susan agreed to discuss with the local panels to find this out. 

Patrick mentioned that one good way of dealing with this issue is to ask disabled people to take the bus and experience this journey so that they can provide evidence of what it is like to use these buses. Susan mentioned she had carried out this kind of exercise before and Arthur had done this with Stagecoach in the Highlands – asking them to park the bus for the day and allow people with a range of disabilities to access the bus and show the issues. 

Mike suggested that in fact another way of doing this was to ask the people who commission the new buses to travel on the bus for a day and see what it is like for people to use the service. This has been done before and we can perhaps find the reports from previously and start with that evidence. 

We also discussed the wider implications for people who need patient transport for hospitals as, if there is an accessible bus available to the patient, then the Ambulance Service will not come. Susan agreed this was a major issue they were addressing.

Jane has also been involved in such discussions re bus accessibility but feels things are moving slowly in the right direction. 

Douglas – SATA has been trying to set up a Stakeholders Group with input from disabled people and suggests that SATA and SDEF works together to achieve this to which Terry R agreed. 

Agreed: 

	Susan to establish if Access Panels had been consulted on design

Susan to ask Panels to be involved in actively assessing the suitability of the buses so that an informed report could be sent to the Council
Susan, Stan and Arthur to work together on this and also firstly find out if these buses are being classed as accessible and is there a wheelchair lift on board these buses?
	SATA to pursue the request for a Bus Forum through the Steering Group with this as a live example of the need for such a forum

Terry R summed up that this is a good piece of joint working. 
 
4.	 Work in Progress – Mike reported current activity

	Mike attended presentation of National Transport Strategy refresh and Mike can circulate this document if anyone wants a copy. It may lead to a rewrite of the strategy after the election
	Mike was involved in discussions about access to Waverley Station and taxi ranks. This affects not just people who live in Edinburgh but affects anyone travelling
	He was involved in discussions on the internal design of the new trains on the Edinburgh/Glasgow route
	SATA has received some individual issues and problems that members have brought. We can’t address individual issues but we can – not that we can pick up the wider issues that they raise
	Terry R had been involved in meetings of the SRAF but there is no specific action to report


5.	Information Exchanges

Patrick Nyamurundira

Queen Street work starts on 20th March and there will be a lot of changes so he asks members to check before travelling. However he will send SATA info about changes where he can. Routes may change and this will add time to the journey so this has to be taken into account. During this time there will not be any parking at all at Queen Street to accommodate the need for more space for passengers. 

A Mock-up of the class 385 train is in in Edinburgh Waverley and anyone is welcome to go and view and make comments. It will be there until 4th March. Patrick has already picked up some issues himself – e.g. the positioning of the wheelchair users and the table in this space; and narrow doorways – but he urges SATA to go and reinforce these and other issues. 

The refurbishment of the class 158 is underway and some of them are already back in use and Patrick is trying to find one for people to go and see. This is difficult as there are only 3 of them and they are timetabled most of the time. Arthur asked if these 158 trains were the same trains as running on the west highland line but he said no as there is a specific design for the more scenic routes. 

The consultation on Scotrail’s DPPP is ongoing.

Minor works consultation for 2016/2017 will start soon to help agree priorities for spending. The Stakeholder Equality Group will be meeting in March and this informs strategy and policy and there will be other meetings throughout the year. This information will be fed back Transport Scotland and will inform any future franchises so it is important. 
Arthur asked Patrick about the lack of real time passenger information boards at remote and rural stations where they would be most useful. However, Patrick answered honestly that the positioning of these boards depends on the usage and it is not cost effective in some very small stations. 

We discussed the equity issue around rural passengers and although we all agreed that was important, there are limited resources available and to put information boards in every station is just not possible, particularly as it is not just the boards, but the link to live communication channels to offer assistance to passengers. Patrick is clear that changing this is not possible within the term of this franchise which is 7 years and could only happen if new funding emerges. 

Members asked that as a minimum alternative, Scotrail informs the bus companies when there are changes so that the replacement services provide the help needed.  

Patrick finished by highlighting the conference in Edinburgh and the need to keep abreast of transport needs so that people can make the appropriate plans. 

Chris Clarke 

A senior Scotrail Manage will present a report to the Infrastructure Committee and will be addressing issue around improving access to Waverley to feedback what progress has been made. Members should look at the Parliament website for and update. 

Access for All programme update: Network Rail is on site in Elgin and Blairhill and Hamilton Central making improvements to accessibility. These improvements have all involved local access panels. Kilmarnock, Kilwinning and Westerton also in the plan but a little behind these first 3. 

Douglas asked if another line was going into Anniesland but Patrick and Chris felt not – it may have been in the initial EGIP plan but this has since been curtailed and some plans were dropped. They will check.  

6.	AOCB

Douglas asked for an update on the Pavement Parking Bill but Jane had left (and time was short) so this was not able to be discussed in full. Progress will be hampered by the election.  

7.	Next Meeting: May 2016 in Glasgow. 
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